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62.3 % OF GRADUATES WERE WOMEN DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS AND FELLOWS

Distinguished Teacher
Impressive UKZN
Uplifts
Maths
Education
Graduation Ceremonies
CHRISTINE CUÉNOD

P

ROFESSOR Simon
Mukwembi, a Senior
Lecturer and Associate
Professor in the School of
Mathematics, Statistics and
Computer Science (SMSCS), was
awarded a Distinguished Teachers
Award (DTA) at a UKZN
Graduation ceremony.
The prestigious award presented in 2014 to only two
academics at the University to
acknowledge and reward
excellence in teaching - is designed
to regularly recognise innovative
teachers of a high calibre.
Mukwembi spoke of the award
as being particularly rewarding as
it formed part of a long journey of
consolidating, refining and
perfecting his teaching techniques.
‘I am delighted to receive this
award. It is indeed a huge honour
to be recognised.’
Mukwembi’s societal
contribution includes his work
with high school Mathematics
teachers around the province
through the SMSCS’s various
programmes. Most recently, he

SEJAL DESAI

U

KZN conferred an
impressive 10 081 degrees at
its 21 graduation
ceremonies held on its Westville
and Pietermaritzburg campuses
between Monday, 7 April and
Tuesday, 15 April.
A notable 6 282 (62.3 percent) of
the graduands were women while
284 graduated cum laude and 117,
summa cum laude. About 4 785
degrees were conferred in the
College of Humanities, 1 938
degrees in the College of
Agriculture, Engineering and
Science, 942 in the College of
Health Sciences and 2 416 in the
College of Law and Management
Studies.
A total of 211 doctoral degrees
were conferred and some 80
graduands with disabilities were
capped.
UKZN honoured five leading
South Africans, including PieterDirk Uys, for their outstanding
contributions in the fields of
science, literature, arts, culture
and social sciences.
Professor Sarojini Nadar of the
School of Religion, Philosophy
and Classics and Professor Simon
Mukwembi of the School of
Mathematics, Statistics and
Computer Science received the
University’s Distinguished
Teachers’ Award for teaching
excellence.
Two prominent academics:
Professor Christine Stilwell,
Emeritus Professor in the School
of Social Sciences and Professor
Jonathan Draper, senior Professor
in the School of Theology, were
made Fellows of UKZN. University
Fellowships are conferred
annually on outstanding
academics for research excellence
and distinguished academic
achievement.
Honorary Doctorates were
conferred on:
Dr Bernard Lewis Fanaroff for
his notable contribution to South
Africa’s successful bid to host the
multi-billion euro telescope
initiative and in securing South
Africa’s place in global
‘megascience’ projects.
Master Printmaker Dr
Malcolm Christian for his
dedication in nurturing South
African artists from
disadvantaged communities.
Industrial Chemist, Dr Basil
Kransdorff for the role he has
played in redressing micronutrient deficiencies among the
poor by co-inventing an innovative
and low-cost nutritional product –
e’Pap Technologies.
International Conservationist
Dr Andrew Kirkwood Muir; for
his ingenuity in using nature as a
tool for social change.
And satiric playwright
performer and activist Pieter-Dirk
Uys, for his success in
encouraging a more tolerant and
more aware society.

The Academic procession ascends the stage.

Professor Simon Mukwembi, a Senior Lecturer and Associate Professor in UKZN’s School of Mathematics,
Statistics and Computer Science, was awarded one of only two Distinguished Teacher Awards during UKZN’s
2014 graduation ceremonies. With him are UKZN Executives Professor Deo Jaganyi, Professor Rob Slotow
and Mr Convy Baloyi.
taught part of the MATH130
module, a part-time course offered
in the evenings which forms part of

the University’s Extended
Learning Unit. The first 12
Mathematics teachers graduated

UKZN Humanities Staff Honoured
at Graduation Ceremony

UKZN Chancellor Dr Zweli Mkhize talking to Pieter Dirk Uys.
Take a bow - Professor Sarojini Nadar, Professor Jonathan Draper and Professor Christine Stilwell.

First lady of South Africa, Ms Bongi Ngema-Zuma with KZN’s MEC for Health, Dr
Sibongiseni Dhlomo.

THREE UKZN staff members from
the College of Humanities Professor Sarojini Nadar,
Professor Jonathan Draper and
Professor Christine Stilwell
–received special honours during a
graduation ceremony.
Nadar, who received a
Distinguished Teachers’ Award
(DTA), said: ‘I am absolutely
delighted! It has been a year of
many professional challenges.’
Having faced criticism over the
years from academics both within
the Humanities and the Sciences
about the ‘soft’ nature of the
subjects she teaches as well as
handling their questions about the
place of these subjects in a
university, Nadar said the award
confirmed the importance of both
these disciplines as teaching

subjects within a university,
particularly a university which
aimed to be a Premier University
of African Scholarship.
Nadar is considered one of
UKZN’s Top-Published
Researchers and has a C2 rating
from the National Research
Foundation.
Stilwell, who was made a Fellow
of UKZN, said: ‘I am honoured and
feel very humble to be included in
these ranks. Recognition from
one’s own institution can be hard
to come by and I am grateful to my
colleagues who supported me and
to UKZN for this recognition.’
Stillwell, a recipient of UKZN’s
Distinguished Teachers’ Award,
continues to attract both masters
and doctoral students from various
countries.

Draper, also recognised as a
Fellow, said ‘I am honoured and
gratified that my research
contribution to the University has
been recognised in this way.’
Talking about his future plans,
Draper said: ‘I have a commitment
to complete a book for Oxford
University Press on the didache,
which will tie up about 30 years of
work on that early Christian
writing. I am also engaged in a new
project to produce a book on John’s
gospel and its relation to the
Jewish mystical tradition.’
Draper has lectured at academic
institutions around the world, has
been a regular recipient of National
Research Foundation grants, and
has been a B-Rated researcher in
three rating cycles - 2003 – 2007; 2008
– 2012; and 2013 – 2018.

through the module earlier this
year.
Mukwembi, whose passion for

teaching led him to assist with the
course, said: ‘Most programmes
currently target learners as
opposed to teachers, whereas this
programme equips a few teachers
who then teach exponentially more
students than we could reach,
making it sustainable for the
future.’
With more than 14 years of
teaching experience in the field of
mathematics, he has been a
teaching assistant, tutor,
demonstrator, lecturer, and senior
lecturer at different universities,
including the University of
Zimbabwe, the Zimbabwe Open
University and the Masvingo State
University. He has been at UKZN
since 2006.
Mukwembi says his colleagues
and a few key academic mentors
played a role in his success.
In addition to his teaching
commitments, Mukwembi has also
published several research articles
in his field of study and holds a Y1
NRF rating. He is also Managing
Editor of a leading international,
Department of Education
accredited journal, Utilitas
Mathematica.

PhD for College of Law and
Management Studies Fellow
HAZEL LANGA
GROWING up in a disadvantaged
community at Thornybush
Location in Umzimkulu did not
deter newly-appointed Postdoctoral
Fellow of the College of Law and
Management Studies Dr Vangeli
Gamede from realising his dream to
obtain a PhD.
‘I have always dreamed of
reaching this very pinnacle of the
formal educational ladder,’ said
Gamede. ‘I didn’t want my humble
background to dictate against my
achieving this highest
qualification.’
Gamede’s study, titled: The
Transfer of Workplace Training to
Performance with Specific
Reference to Hulamin (Pty) Ltd, was
supervised by Dr Maxwell Phiri of
UKZN’s School of Management,
Information Technology and
Governance.
The focus of the study was on

the identification of factors at play
in the transfer of training from the
training environment to the
workplace. ‘My interest in the study
was triggered by the current debate
around the subject of the transfer of
training, with some researchers
claiming that of the acquired
knowledge and skills gained during
training only about 10% to 20% get
transferred to the workplace.’
Gamede had to juggle a number
of demanding roles including being
a Manager of Clydesdale Senior
Secondary School in Umzimkulu, a
part-time lecturer, a husband and a
father of four children.
He said: ‘I had to try to strike a
balance to ensure I did justice to all
these engagements. I must confess
it wasn’t a smooth ride, however I
did get support from my family.’
During his tenure as a
Postdoctoral Fellow he will focus on
converting his thesis into
publishable research.

Dr Vangeli Gamede celebrating his achievement with his wife Nozi.
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HONORARY GRADUATES
UKZN Honorary Degree for Honorary Doctorate for SKA Head
Top SA Conservationist
P
CHRISTINE CUÉNOD

MELISSA MUNGROO

T

HE Executive Director of the
Wilderness Foundation and
Rolex Enterprise Award
Laureate, Mr Andrew Muir, was
awarded an honorary Doctor of
Social Science degree by UKZN for
his life-long commitment to both
social justice and conservation.
Muir, the South African
Conservationist of the Year, said in
his address at a graduation
ceremony that he did not believe a
person could be a conservationist
on the African continent without
looking outside the reserve fence
and embracing the communities
and people who depend on the
environment for survival. ‘And so
my life’s work is to bridge the gap
between the environmental world
and the social and more human
orientated issues that we as a
society face.
‘It is in this light that this award
from UKZN’s College of
Humanities feels particularly
pertinent for me, as humanities by
definition looks to transcend
boundaries and silo thinking.’
Highlighting the continuing
transition taking place in southern

Africa, Muir said the wilderness
and wild land areas played a
critical role. ‘They are sacred
places where we can go to find our
roots and be awed by the natural
world and its inhabitants - one can
be touched deep within oneself
and begin a journey of
transformation. Wilderness is both
democratic and individualistic.
Race, politics, gender and wealth
are trivial matters in the
wilderness - co-operation, personal
experience and one’s own senses
reign supreme.’
Muir spoke briefly about the
Wilderness Leadership School
which has made it possible for
more than 100 000 South Africans
to experience wilderness and wild
places. ‘We have used nature as a
positive force for social change by
bringing disadvantaged youth, as
well as political and community
leaders, on trails of various
lengths and duration to experience
wildlands and wildlife, rediscover
cultural identity and build selfesteem and leadership skills.
These have resulted in an
understanding of the potential for
personal growth and experiential
education within wilderness.’

ROJECT Director of the
Square Kilometre Array
(SKA) South Africa Telescope
Project, Dr Bernard Fanaroff, has
been awarded an honorary Doctor
of Science degree from UKZN.
Addressing fellow graduates at
the College of Agriculture,
Engineering and Science
Graduation ceremony on the
Westville campus, Fanaroff said of
his degree: ‘It’s recognition of two
things – first, that South Africa is
paying more and more attention to
the important role of science and
technology in the country’s
development and is helping provide
a better life for South Africa’s
citizens.
‘And second, it recognises the
team that has made the SKA project
possible, including academic and
international collaborators,
scientist and engineers.
‘UKZN has been so enthusiastic
and committed to working on this
project, but goes further than
simply looking for support from
SKA; it has been prepared to make
a substantial investment which is a
great example for other
universities.

Wilderness Foundation Executive Director Mr Andrew Muir who received an honorary Doctor of Social
Science degree from UKZN.

Pieter-Dirk Uys Gets UKZN’s
Highest Literary Honour
MELISSA MUNGROO
AUTHOR, satirist and activist
Pieter-Dirk Uys has been a fearless
critic of injustice in South Africa
and an ardent campaigner for an
open, tolerant and democratic
society for more than four decades.
UKZN rewarded Uys for his
fearless stance by awarding him its
highest literary honour, the Degree
of Doctor of Literature honoris
causa.
In his opening remarks at the
Graduation ceremony, Uys said:
‘We stand 30 days away from the
most important election in the
history of our place on earth. For
the first time ever, young South
Africans born after we had our first
democratic election in 1994 will
vote. They will vote without
sentiment and not out of habit.
They will vote for the future and not
the past.’
Directly addressing the
University’s graduates, he said:
‘When I went to study at the
University of Cape Town in 1965, I
was encouraged to go and get a
degree to fall back on. Do we still
say that?
‘When will we be encouraged to

Pieter Dirk Uys gets helped into his academic attire.
get a degree to fall forward on? That
retreat mentality has haunted so
many of us, starting life being told
that: Your dream will never come
true. So get something to fall back
on.
‘Let me say this to all the
individual minds that graduate
today. Fall forward! You will never

get the job you want. Become your
job today. I’ve been unemployed for
40 years and I’m still here. You each
have a unique talent that no-one in
the world can match. Develop that.
Work with that and for that. Be
unique. Be special. Never stand in a
queue to fall back on something
that isn’t your dream.’

He shared his memories of the
1980s, both personal and from the
theatre, saying: ‘It wasn’t just the
National Party who gave me those
gifts of a PW Botha, a Pik Botha, a
Fanie Botha, a Buthelezi. There
were also inspirational people
among those White South
Africans who fought the system

from within the system.’
Discussing the 2011 Census he
pinpointed one of the question
asked: ‘What is your race? Black,
White, Coloured, Indian, Asian or
other?’
‘I didn’t know what to fill in, as
a few months before they did a
DNA test on me for a television
show, and the DNA test proved
that I originated in the Congo. So
obviously I’m Black. For 49 years
my Book of Life assured me that I
am White.
‘Then I did some research into
my father’s family background
and found that we had a greatgreat-great grandmother who in
1791 plied her trade on the road
between Cape Town and Paarl.
Her name was Wilhelmiena
Opklim. So that means I’m also
Coloured! I don’t know about
Indian, Asian or Other, but hell,
that’s 3 out of 6? I’m truly South
African!’
Uys currently lives in Darling
in the Western Cape where he
continues to perform. He also
continues his AIDS awareness
activism and serves on the board
of directors of the Desmond Tutu
HIV Foundation.

‘I also have a long historical
connection with Durban through
my early work with trade unions,
so it’s nice to be associated with the
university there; it’s almost like
coming home.’
Fanaroff assisted in the
creation of the Metal & Allied
Workers’ Union, later known as the
National Union of Metalworkers
(Numsa), and also became a
member of Cosatu’s Executive
Committee.
He was nominated by Professor
Sunil Maharaj, Director of UKZN’s
Astrophysics and Cosmology
Research Unit (ACRU), to be
awarded the doctorate which
recognises ‘distinguished services
in the advancement of one or more
of the branches of learning
recognised by the University’.
‘Dr Bernie Fanaroff, the driving
force behind South Africa winning
the major part of the SKA, has
ensured that with the SKA will
come a technological revolution,
world-class science and inspiration
for a new generation of bright
young scientific minds. Bernie has
had the vision and perseverance to
make these a reality,’ said Professor
Kavilan Moodley, Associate
Professor at the ACRU.

Humanitarian Awarded
Honorary Doctorate

Honorary graduate and Project Director of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) South Africa Telescope Project,
Dr Bernard Fanaroff.

Founder of Caversham Press
Receives Honorary Doctorate

MARYANN FRANCIS
MELISSA MUNGROO
DR Basil Kransdorff; a visionary
and lobbyist for affordable,
effective, bio-available nutrition
that results in nutrient repleteness,
received an Honorary Doctorate at
UKZN’s College of Health Sciences
graduation ceremony.
Kransdorff ’s vision is to ‘find
every Einstein on the African
continent’ through ensuring that
people become nutrient replete. His
commitment is to halt poverty
using state-of-the-art
understandings of nutrition to end
micro nutrient deficiencies.
Speaking at the ceremony
Kransdorff said: ‘Healthy,
physiologically functional human
beings are better able to participate
in sustainable solutions in the
development of communities.
Nutrient replete children are better
able to focus, co-ordinate and
concentrate and therefore be
educated.
‘Malnutrition is rampant across
the continent, and with such
population growth, it can only get
worse. The magnitude and time
frame means we have little time to
find practical and affordable
solutions to problems of
malnutrition, health, poverty and
sustainable development. We need
to ensure thriving societies in
South Africa and the continent.
‘Our species is at risk of
destroying itself if we continue to
use unsustainable past paradigms
and part solutions to the enormous
challenges ahead.’
As a social entrepreneur for the
past 14 years, he has pioneered and

Professor Rob Slotow with
Honorary Doctorate, Dr Basil
Kransdorff.
developed the science of e’Pap
Technologies, focused on achieving
nutrient repleteness – redressing
micro nutrient deficiencies in
populations across Africa through
fortified foods that are effective,
affordable and tasty.
e’Pap is referred to as an African
Solution and was chosen by the
International Marketing Council of
South Africa as a brand champion.
It sells in 15 countries across Africa.
Through word of mouth marketing
(e’Pap Effect) up to 2 million food
portions a month and over 150
million portions have been
distributed since its inception.

LECTURER, Master Printmaker
and Founder of the Caversham
Press, Mr Malcolm Christian,
received the Degree of Doctor of
Literature honoris causa from
UKZN for his commitment to the
value of human creativity, the
common bonds of humanity and
the educative power of
collaboration.
Addressing a graduation
audience, Christian said: ‘In
looking at how to share with you
the significance of personal legacy,
I returned to the time when I faced
one of those crossroads, one that
required me to think about what I
wanted my legacy to be, resulting in
the establishment of Caversham
Centre for Artists and Writers.
‘There had always been
components of education and the
visual arts in what I had done and
yet even though these both include
knowledge and skills development,
it was the core purpose that I
wanted to make a focus – the content
or meaning behind the work.
‘The question that I asked, and
continue to ask even here tonight,
is: “If I could give each of you a gift,
what would it be?” It would be the
gift of significance because this
contains the two essential
ingredients that we all seek in our
lives - that of meaning and
relevance which add depth to our
journey.’
Looking at legacy being
collaborative, Christian said: ‘Our
legacy is as much about the people
who have shared in this journey

Mr Malcolm Christian (centre, front row) who received a Doctor of
Literature degree honoris causa with his family and friends.
and their contribution to our lives
as it is about our own endeavours
and attributes. It is this shared
responsibility that affirms our
common bonds of humanity from
frailty to strength, from baseness to
transcendence.’

Reflecting on the death of
Nelson Mandela, he pointed out
that legacy taught us that ‘it is
about what has been removed, left
unsaid, that provides the power to
create dialogue with others and
within oneself ’.
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Humanities Graduates
advised to be Role Models
MELISSA MUNGROO
‘TONIGHT’S ceremony is the
consummating moment of what I
believe has been a solid and
productive partnership between the
University, parents, spouses and
industry in nurturing and
developing human capital for this
country and the region.’
These words by keynote speaker,
the Vice-Chancellor of the Great
Zimbabwe University, Professor
Rungano Jonas Zvobgo, were well
received by graduates and the
audience at the College of
Humanities 2014 Graduation
ceremony.
Zvobgo called on all graduates to
make an impression on their
communities as they went into the
world of work. ‘The teaching
profession is passionate and
requires honesty, dedication and
discipline. The greatest role model
for a child or student is usually the
teacher. Be the model that you want
the young ones to follow.’
He said graduation reflected the
transition from full time study to
the world of work.

‘The credibility of an institution
of higher learning is often
determined by the quality of the
graduate in terms of his or her
adaptability to the work
environment. What that says is how
relevant the university is to the
student and secondly to the
demands of the world of work.’
He pointed out that Higher
Education today had become a
global entity. ‘With the infusion of
information communication
technologies (ICTs), even we
Africans have become active
citizens of the global village. I
salute UKZN’s goals especially goal
number one which is to promote an
African led globalisation through
African scholarship by positioning
the University, through its teaching,
learning, scholarship, research and
innovation, to enter the global
knowledge system.’
He touched on the partnership
between the Great Zimbabwe
University (GZU) and UKZN for the
tutoring of GZU staff to obtain
PhDs saying it would go a long way
towards increasing quality
standards.

Styling for graduation.

The academic procession enters the hall.

Vice-Chancellor of the Great Zimbabwe University, Professor Rungano Jonas Zvobgo addresses a Graduation
audience.

Graduates Urged to Law Graduates Motivated
be Ethical Leaders to Strive for Success

Honorary Graduate Dr Bernard Fanaroff chats to a UKZN academic on
stage.

Executive Director of Corporate Relations Mr Lesiba Seshoka adjusts his
academic attire.

A family member embraces a
graduate.

MEC Mike Mabuyakhulu attends graduation.

Excited graduates scream and
cheer for their friends.

HAZEL LANGA

PROFESSOR Cosmas Ambe, Head
of the Nedbank Chair in
Accountancy at the University of
Limpopo, delivered an inspiring
address to graduands of the College
of Law and Management Studies.
The theme of his keynote
address titled: Ethical Leadership
and Corporate Citizenship in the
Context of King III was relevant to
new graduates who were on the
threshold of entering the
demanding employment sector as
well as those who were
economically active and already
established in the public and
private sectors.
The address examined various
important leadership principles
which Nelson Mandela lived by.
Ambe used his address to appeal
to graduates to practice ethical
leadership at the workplace and to
use as a benchmark important
resources such as the King III Code
of Corporate Governance which
promotes the highest level of
corporate governance in South
Africa and focuses on Corporate
Governance, Ethical Leadership
and Corporate Citizenship.
He said: ‘Good governance is
essentially about effective
leadership. Leaders need to define
strategy, provide direction and
establish the ethics and values that
will influence and guide practices
and behaviour with regard to
sustainability performance. As
current and future leaders, we look
forward to your leadership in the
application of ethical leadership
and governance, especially in the

Excited graduates from the College of Humanities.

Judge Kenneth Mthiyane (centre) with Professors John Mubangizi (left) and Managay Reddi.

Professor Cosmas Ambe.
public sector.’
Ambe commended the
University for its contribution to
the development of human capital
in South Africa through the
academic training given to its
graduates.

THE Deputy President of the
Supreme Court of Appeal, the
Honourable Mr Justice Kenneth
Mthiyane, encouraged UKZN
graduates to use their newly
acquired knowledge as a tool to
fight the challenges arising from
unemployment, lack of skills,
service delivery issues, poverty and
inequality.
Addressing a School of Law
graduation ceremony, Mthiyane –
who worked alongside struggle
icons Victoria and Griffiths
Mxenge in contributing to South
Africa’s legal history – spoke on:
Success: Making Choices and
Setting Goals.
He gave graduates an overview

of the challenges that lay ahead for
them in the legal profession and
advice on how they could apply
their newly-found skills to
overcome them.
‘The fact that you have
succeeded can only mean that you
made the right choice and set
yourself certain goals to achieve
that objective. Congratulations to
you for “toughing it out” and to
your parents for helping you along
the way and seeing you through,’
said Mthiyane.
‘As you enter your respective
chosen professions it is now up to
you to show the community what
you can offer. The University has
given you the tools of the trade and

it is now for you to take matters in
your own hands and make a final
push to realise your dreams.’
Mthiyane expressed his
confidence that the graduates
would contribute to the School’s
history of producing top calibre
graduates who pursue careers in
various fields of law.
‘I was also a student here many
years ago and was privileged to do
my graduate and post-graduate
studies on this campus - I can
vouch for the high standard of
excellence here, especially in the
School of Law. As you enter your
respective chosen professions it is
up to you to show the community
what you can offer.’

A jubilant graduate.

Humanities Graduates share a light-hearted moment.

UKZN Convocation members share a brief moment.
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE – SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Academic Success a Way of Life for Electronic Engineering summa cum
laude graduate and top UKZN undergraduate student, Mr Ridwaan
Amod. Amod is dotted with academic diamonds. He achieved success
throughout his degree, receiving two of UKZN highest student awards:
the Lawrence and Constance Robinson Scholarship awarded to the best
single undergraduate at UKZN and the Townley Williams Scholarship,
awarded to the best student entering the final year of study. Further to
this, he is the Top UKZN student among 28 000 undergraduates. And
in his undergraduate years his marks averaged above 90%.

Bachelor of Pharmacy student, Miss Reeya Singh,
who completed her degree summa cum laude, was
the top student in the School of Health Sciences in
2013, scoring five awards out of an available seven in
the Discipline of Pharmaceutical Sciences. Singh
received awards for the Best Pharmaceutical Sciences
Student, Best Pharmaceutics Student, Best
Pharmacology Student, Best Pharmacy Practice
Student and Best Pharmaceutical Chemistry Student.

Ms Satvika Harilal, who graduated with a degree in Mechanical Engineering summa cum laude, with her
proud parents.

Ms Amanda Wellmann graduated summa cum laude with a Bachelor of
Science Honours degree specialising in the area of Microbiology.

From Humble Beginnings to Top Achiever for
summa cum laude Graduate Mr Ntokozo Qwabe.

Sisters doing it Together!
BSc Honours degree summa cum laude graduate
Ms Heather Prince says she always finds time to
have fun away from her hectic academic schedule.

Sisters Ms Charlotte,left, (BSc Honours) right, Ms Philippa Hillebrand, right, (BSc Physics) graduated together
summa cum laude from the School of Chemistry and Physics. The sisters, who grew up in a scienceorientated family, were both encouraged to pursue whatever studies they wanted to after they left high
school… and both chose Physics. They say the support of their family has been invaluable during the course
of their studies.

Mechanical Engineering summa cum laude graduate and Solar Car fundi, Ms Fathima Moosa, with her family.

Ms Raeesa Ismail, summa cum
laude Master’s in Education
graduate researched pre-service
science teacher education in 2012
with a particular focus on
Indigenous Knowledge Systems.

Ms Alaika Kassim graduated with
her Agricultural Engineering
Masters’ degree summa cum
laude, attributing success to her
passion to succeed.

Summa cum laude BSc graduate Mr
Mthokozisi Mdlalose has set his sights
on working with the SKA telescope.

Brainy Statisticians summa cum laude Honours degree graduates, Ms Tiffany Mari, Ms
Telissa Pillay, Ms Santhrika Pillay and Ms Vahini Nadar.

Students in the Disciplines of Pure and Applied Mathematics within the School of Mathematics,
Statistics and Computer Science who graduated with summa cum laude BSc Honours degrees.

From left: Dr Christopher Naidu, Dr Dane Perumal and Dr Nisholini Naicker graduated
summa cum laude in the College of Health Sciences.

Mr Brian Skea was awarded a
BCom Honours summa cum
laude.

MBA summa cum laude pass for
Mr Praneel Nundkumar, CFO of
the Durban Chamber of
Commerce.

A desire to make a significant
difference to people’s lives is what
motivated Ms Laurencia Govender
to receive her Master of Science
degree in Dietetics summa cum
laude.

Mr Derrick Beckedahl, son of
UKZN Academic Professor Heinz
Beckedahl, graduated summa
cum laude with a BSc Honours
degree in Physics.

Summa cum laude BSc graduate
Candice de Boer boasts an
exemplary academic record,
achieving certificates of merit for
every module she completed in
her undergraduate degree and
receiving Dean’s Commendations
for each semester of study.

PhD summa cum laude graduate
Dr Kate Akerman is at the
forefront of cutting edge research
in Chemistry with her focus being
on the synthesis and
characterization of gold (III)
macrocyclic complexes as
targeted anti-cancer agents.

UKZN Law students and recipients
of the Rhodes Scholarship, Mr
Ntokozo Qwabe and Ms Seham
Areff, who graduated summa cum
laude. The pair will further their
studies at Oxford University in
England for two years.
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE – PhD GRADUATES
College of Agriculture, Engineering Thesis on Bride Abduction Results
and Science adds to SA’s PhD Pool in PhD for UKZN academic
SALLY FROST

MELISSA MUNGROO

U

GENDER activist and Senior
Lecturer at the School of
Education, Ms Promise
Makhosazane Nkosi - fondly known
as Makho - graduated with a PhD in
Gender Studies.
Nkosi’s thesis tackled a
controversial topic: Ingcwaba
lentombi lisemzini: A socio –
cultural and gendered construction
of ukuthwala (bride abduction)
among the Zulu people in selected
rural areas of KwaZulu-Natal.
‘The argument in my thesis is
that there is only one form of
ukuthwala which is traditional
ukuthwala done with a woman’s
consent and at an appropriate age,
without involving statutory rape.
Anything beyond this is an abuse of
the custom of ukuthwala and I call
it ubugebengu (criminality) and it
should be unlawful,’ said Nkosi.
The study adopts a zero
tolerance stance towards
ukuthwala ngenkani (forced

KZN’s College of
Agriculture, Engineering
and Science (CAES) has
again made a significant
contribution to South Africa’s
much-needed brain pool of highlyqualified Science, Technology and
Engineering specialists awarding
an impressive 98 PhDs out of a
University total of 211 during the
2014 Graduation ceremonies.
In addition, an Honorary Doctor
of Science (DSc) degree was
awarded to Square Kilometre Array
(SKA) Project Director, Dr Bernard
Fanaroff, for his outstanding
contribution to the promotion of
Science and Technology in South
Africa.
UKZN conferred an impressive
10 081 degrees in total at its 21
Graduation ceremonies held on its
Westville and Pietermaritzburg
campuses.
A notable 6 282 (62.3 percent) of
the graduands were women while
284 graduated cum laude and 117
summa cum laude.
A total of 4 785 degrees were
conferred in the College of
Humanities; 1 938 degrees in CAES;
942 in the College of Health

UKZN’s College of Agriculture, Engineering and Science graduated a bumper crop of 98 PhDs, plus one Honorary DSc.
Sciences, and 2 416 in the College of
Law and Management Studies.
The CAES’s 2014 PhD total of 98
is a significant increase over
previous years with 76 PhDs being
awarded by the College in 2013, 77 in
2012 and 69 in 2011.

The College’s steady increase in
PhD production is in line with
UKZN’s strategic imperative to
become the leading research-based
university in the country. Marked
progress is being made in this
regard.

ACCI Produces New Crop of PhD Graduates

In terms of the Department of
Higher Education and Training’s
report on 2012 institutional
research output, UKZN moved
from third into first place among
South Africa’s 23 publicly-funded
universities, in terms of the

production of research
publication units – the
measurement system for research
output used by the National
Research Foundation (NRF).
UKZN produced 1 424.22 research
publication units in total.

abduction) and child abduction and
further condemns statutory rape of
children in the name of ukuthwala.
The study concludes by mentioning
the serious effects of forced bride
abduction especially on
schoolchildren but also on young
women and women in general as
well as the negative impact it has on
education generally.
‘My research is of social and
political significance to societies in
which the research was conducted.
In many cases abductors target
poor families with no strong
household structure, no father
figure, and with guardians they
know may connive with them in the
exchange of lobola.
‘Now people know they have to
report the incidents of ukuthwala
to the police. The more we talk,
write and publish about ukuthwala,
the more we raise consciousness
about the issue. This research will
raise society’s - and particularly
women’s - awareness about their
rights and obligations,’ said Nkosi.

Gender Activist and Senior Lecturer at the School of Education, Ms Promise Makhosazane Nkosi.

First Construction
Management PhD at UKZN
SALLY FROST

The African Centre for Crop Improvement (ACCI) within UKZN’s School of Agricultural, Earth and
Environmental Sciences has produced a crop of new PhD graduates and plant breeders for Africa.
THE African Centre for Crop
Improvement (ACCI) within
UKZN’s School of Agricultural,
Earth and Environmental Sciences
(SAEES), has produced 10 new PhD
graduates.
The programme was initiated at
UKZN in 2001 to train plant breeders
in Africa working specifically on
African crops. Students at the
Centre who have been responsible
for training have come from 13
African countries: Burkina Faso,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi,
Mozambique, Nigeria, Rwanda,
South Africa, South Sudan,
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and
Zimbabwe.
‘Because the PhD training is
done in the African environment in
which the students continue with
their breeding programmes after

Graduation, the graduates are
already fully integrated into the
overall agricultural system,’ said Dr
Julia Sibiya, a past graduate and
current Lecturer and Supervisor of
the ACCI.
‘The many social and personal
links with their countries and
communities prior to their PhD
training remain unbroken, keeping
the scientists integrated and
attached to their societies thereby
minimising the problems of
migration out of Africa,’ said
Sibiya.
The ACCI programme currently
has a 100% retention record for its
students staying in Africa and
continuing their work in
agriculture. To date the Centre has
produced 56 UKZN PhD graduates.
Overall only 8% of all the students

recruited have dropped out. This
fast and efficient throughput of
students at ACCI is unique in a
training programme at the PhD
level, especially in Plant Breeding,
which is a notoriously “slow”
subject to study.
‘The ACCI at UKZN has
succeeded, in part, due to adequate
funding provided by the Rockefeller
Foundation – Phase one and the
Alliance for a Green Revolution in
Africa (AGRA) for Phases two and
three. The Centre has succeeded in
producing a highly focused
academic curriculum, as well as
training its own experienced and
dedicated staff,’ said Sibiya.
‘Currently, UKZN has perhaps the
strongest plant breeding
programmes in Africa, with a
critical mass of specialist staff.’

NOT only is UKZN lecturer Dr
Nishani Harinarain the
University’s first PhD graduate in
Construction Management, she is
also a woman achieving in a maledominated environment.
Harinarain, who was
supervised by Dean and Head of
the School of Engineering,
Professor Cristina Trois and by
Professor Theodore Haupt,
produced a dissertation titled:
Effective HIV and AIDS
Management: A South African
Construction Sector Model.
‘The South African construction
industry in particular has lagged
behind other sectors in responding
corporately to the threats of the
HIV/Aids pandemic,’ said Trois.
‘A successful and sustainable
construction industry demands a
healthy, productive workforce. Dr
Nishani Harinarain, developed a
model to effectively manage HIV
and AIDS in the South African
construction industry using
structural equation modelling.’
Trois said Harinarian had
contributed to the existing body of
knowledge and theory with her
model, which if implemented
would drive corporate response and
behaviour in this important sector.
‘According to the corps of
international examiners, Nishani’s
work has the potential to make an
impact on the political and social
agendas in terms of its change
catalystic value relative to reducing
the catastrophic effects of HIV and

PhD students in Applied Maths, prove that they have what it takes to persevere.

Dr Paul Green celebrating his achievement with his wife and children.

Dr Nishani Harinarain has earned
a PhD in Construction
Management, the first awarded
by UKZN.
AIDS,’ said Trois.
‘I am very proud to be the first
person at UKZN to graduate with a
PhD in Construction Management,’
said Harinarian, who lectures in
Dr Ayanda Vilakazi celebrating with his wife Malindi and daughter
UKZN’s property development
programme.
Nombuso.

Dr Nqobile Ngubane graduated
with a PhD in Medical
Microbiology from UKZN.

Ms Aruna Ankiah Gangadeen with a
PhD in Education, is the first PhD
graduate among a group of more
than 30 who are part of a
programme emanating from a 2011
Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between the Mauritius
Institute of Education (MIE) and the
School of Education.

PhD graduate in Gender studies,
Mr Tawanda Makusha with his
daughter, Tadiwa researched the
different dimensions of a father’s
involvement in bringing up
children.
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AGAINST ALL ODDS
From Security Guard
to PhD Graduate
MELISSA MUNGROO

C

AMEROON-BORN Mr
Maloney Tichaawa, who
worked as a car guard and as
a security officer at a hotel, is now a
Senior Lecturer at the Walter
Sisulu University (WSU) after
graduating from UKZN with a
Doctorate in Philosophy.
His thesis examined the legacy
impacts of the 2010 FIFA World Cup
in Africa, looking at the
stakeholder and soccer fans’
perceptions in Cameroon and
Nigeria.
Speaking about his work
experiences, Tichaawa said: ‘When
I entered South Africa, I had no
hope. I worked as a car guard and
saved up enough money to get
myself educated. For me, education
was my only option for a better life.’
His belief in education and a
belief in himself proved to be the
foundation for his success as he
enrolled to do his degree in
Tourism and Hospitality and
graduated in 2007 thereafter
completing his masters cum laude.
‘It has been an amazing journey.
I cannot even begin to express the
joy and happiness I feel at being
able to achieve all of this. None of
this would’ve been possible without
the support from my family and
friends and my supervisor
Professor Urmilla Bob.’

Cameroon-born Mr Maloney Tichaawa graduates with a Doctorate in Philosophy from UKZN.

It is Never too Late to Learn

DRC Refugee
Awarded
Master’s Degree
from UKZN
CHRISTINE CUÉNOD
MR Andre Mpiana, a refugee from
the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC), has graduated with a
Master’s degree in Food Security
from the School of Agricultural,
Earth and Environmental Sciences
(SAEES).
Mpiana’s thesis was on the
topical issue of determining
effective methods of assessing
household food security, especially
in situations such as those in South
Africa where malnutrition is
prevalent.
He used anthropometric
measures of infants to determine
the food security status of a
household and a Household Food
Insecurity Access Scale as a basis
for assessing the accuracy of the
measurements.
Mpiana hoped his research
would contribute to the
improvement of food security in
households.
His work is exceptional not only
for its importance in creating useful
assessment guidelines for
determining the food security status
of households, but also because of
the tremendous challenges
overcome by Mpiana and his family
in the pursuit of his studies.
A refugee from the eastern DRC
who has been living in South Africa
since 2009, he registered to study at
the University in order to escape the
political upheaval in his country
and to further his studies.
Mpiana will continue with his
studies and is planning to pursue a
PhD in Food Security in which he
will research children’s rights to
food.

AGAINST ALL ODDS
Master’s Degree
for Blind Student
MELISSA MUNGROO

A

N interest in development
and its patterns plus a need
to establish academic
excellence despite being blind,
proved to be the recipe for success
for Mr Phomolo Ramike, who
graduated with his Master’s in
Development Studies degree.
Growing up in Katlehong in
Johannesburg and moving to
Pietermaritzburg for his matric
year, Ramike never doubted he’d
eventually graduate from UKZN.
His family had supported him

throughout his academic career,
offering advice and constant
encouragement.
Ramike gradually began going
blind when he was 13 years old and
was partially sighted for five years.
His research was titled:
Supporting Students with
Disabilities: The Impact of the
Disability Grant and NSFAS on
Students with Disabilities at UKZN.
Ramike did research among a
sample of disabled students on the
Howard College campus to examine
whether financial measures
provided by NSFAS met the

requirements of students with
disabilities in the areas of social
development and social policy
measures.
During his research, Ramike
encountered a few challenges, one
of which was being forced to adopt
manual research methods related to
thematic analysis, instead of
relying on digital methods.
Ramike, who hopes his research
will benefit society and in turn
change the perceptions of people
and those with disabilities, has
applied to do his PhD.

Master’s in Development Studies graduate, Mr Phomolo Ramike.

Multiple Dyslexic
From Humble Beginnings
to Top Achiever for Summa Student Graduates as
Master of Sport Science
Cum Laude Graduate
NOMBUSO DLAMINI

MS Elsie Wentzel, who suffers from
two types of dyslexia, graduated
with a Master’s degree in Sport
Science.
Wentzel’s study - the first of its
kind in Africa - was titled: Effect of
a Foot Pump Device on Lower Leg
Swelling in Physically Inactive
Office Workers, and focused on
lower leg swelling in people with
desk bound jobs.
She used a device called StepIt,
The Rocking Foot Pedal, which was
developed to increase blood
circulation in the legs and to
simulate walking and activate the
calf muscle pump (CMP) in the
lower leg.
The study was conducted in
Pretoria where she used the device
on 40 subjects. ‘It gave people a little
movement in the ankle which
stimulated the calf and recorded

HAZEL LANGA
DR Thembeka Mngomezulu (61),
Deputy Director in the KwaZuluNatal Department of Health, was
awarded a doctoral degree in Public
Administration for her thesis tiled:
Monitoring and Evaluation in
Public Governance: A Case Study of
the KwaZulu-Natal Department of
Health.
The thesis examined the
effectiveness and efficiency of the
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)
system in the provincial
Department of Health using a
combination of the M&E Theories
and the Public Administration
Models as the basic theoretical
foundations. The study was
supervised by Professor
Purshottama Reddy of UKZN’s
School of Management, Information
Technology and Governance.
Mngomezulu’s zeal for success is
evident in her achievements in
various spheres of her life. She
grew up in a home of eight siblings
at Lourdes Mission in Umzimkhulu
in the former Transkei. She was
forced to leave school after
obtaining a Junior Certificate to
become a nurse in order to assist
her single mother in bringing up
her siblings.
Leaving school early was
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the effects on swelling in the legs.
Leg volume in the test leg was
maintained whereas the other leg’s
volume increased,’ she said.
Wentzel owns her own
biokinetics practice at a Virgin
Active gymnasium in Pretoria.
‘Completing my project was hard
since I was working at the same
time, but it was worth it in the end. I
am exactly where I want to be in my
career,’ she added.
‘I have had a lot of challenges in
my life and got through all of them
a better person. I try to learn from
everything in my life. I really enjoy
adventure and new things,’ said
Wentzel.
Wentzel was at UKZN for a year
to begin her degree under the
supervision of Professor Andrew
Mckune. She returned to Pretoria
after completing her proposal
development and pilot work to
continue with data collection.

From Humble Beginnings to Top Achiever for Summa Cum Laude Graduate Mr Ntokozo Qwabe.
THANDIWE JUMO

Mr Mngomezulu could not contain his joy when his wife Dr Thembeka Mngomezulu was awarded a
Doctoral degree in Public Administration.
devastating to Mngomezulu and it
created a void which, she knew,
could only be filled by studying
further.
She later pursued studies and
completed matric in 1976; obtained
a BA degree in Social Science in
1998; an Honours degree in Gender
Studies in 2000; and completed

studies for a Masters degree
(Nursing Research) in 2009.
The negative publicity about
service delivery in the provincial
Department of Health around the
same time as her appointment as a
Deputy Director in the Directorate
of Monitoring and Evaluation
prompted her to investigate what

could be done to improve the
situation working within the M&E
perimeters. Hence her doctoral
study on M&E.
Mngomezulu’s study was
published in the 2013 Journal of the
Association of Southern African
Schools and Departments of Public
Administration and Management.

WHEN Mr Ntokozo Qwabe started
his LLB degree in 2007 he was just
a youngster from the rural area of
Oyaya in Eshowe with his parents’
hopes of him becoming the first
person to graduate in his family
weighing heavily on his shoulders.
Young Qwabe also had high
hopes of following in the footsteps
of his role model, the late former
Chief Justice Pius Langa, and the
Mr Andre Mpiana, a refugee from desire to empower the less
the Democratic Republic of
fortunate and inspire change in
Congo, graduated with a Master’s any way possible.
degree in Food Security.
Seven years later that rural

boy has graduated with his LLB
summa cum laude and is
currently doing an LLM in
Constitutional and
Administrative Law at the
University of Cape Town as a
Mandela Rhodes Scholar.
He will use his KZN Rhodes
Scholarship to study for two
masters degrees at the University
of Oxford later this year.
And it doesn’t end there!
Qwabe was also an intern under
Justice Edwin Cameron at the
Constitutional Court of South
Africa and recently received the
UKZN Distinguished Students

Award, the highest student
honour at UKZN across the five
campuses, for his academic
excellence, university service and
extensive community
engagement.
For a person who had to drop
out of university to work as a
cashier at Checkers Supermarket
for two years because of severe
financial and socio-economic
difficulties, these achievements
prove that with hard work,
determination and an academic
environment which nurtures
potential and supports talent such
as UKZN, anything is possible.

A first in Africa for Ms Elsie Wentzel, Master’s in Sport Science graduate.
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Youngest Medical
Graduate in the
History of UKZN
MARYANN FRANCIS

T

WENTY-YEAR-OLD Dr
Sandile Kubheka graduated
with an MBChB degree from
UKZN’s College of Health Sciences
making him the youngest graduate
in the college’s history.
Kubheka who hails from
Newcastle was ecstatic to be the
youngest graduate and to have also
attained a distinction in Obstetrics
and Gynaecology. He was chosen by
his class for the Yashiv Sham
Bursary for having compassion and

caring qualities and the Enid Gordon
Jacob Good fellowship Prize for
character and good conduct.
Kubheka began his formal
schooling as a five year old and was
promoted in April of his Grade 6
year to Grade 7, matriculating at
Siyamukhela High at the age of 15.
He then enrolled at UKZN’s Nelson R
Mandela School of Medicine where
he served in the Rural Development
Club, in the Happy Valley Clinic and
in the Medical Student’s
Representative Council.
Kubheka volunteered much of

his time, providing free medical
treatment and advice to rural
communities attending the Happy
Valley Clinic and Madadeni hospital.
‘Kubheka is currently serving his
internship at Northdale hospital in
Pietermaritzburg. He hopes to
eventually register for a Masters of
Medicine degree, specialising in
Internal Medicine and to super
specialise at some stage in
Endocrinology.
The Medical class of 2013 also
voted Kubheka as most likely to be
“the next Minister of Health”.

GRADUATION 2014

MSc and PhD
Graduates Galore!
SALLY FROST

A ‘bumper crop’ of MSc and PhD
students from the School of
Mathematics, Statistics and
Computer Science were capped in
the final 2014 Pietermaritzburg
Graduation ceremony.
While Ethiopians Dr Dawit
Ayele and Dr Mohammed Omar
Mohammed were awarded their
PhDs in Statistics, Mr Jose Pedro
donned his red gown in the
Discipline of Applied
Mathematics.
Ayele, supervised by Professor
Temesgen Zewotir and Professor
Henry Mwambi, completed a
UKZN’s youngest doctor, Dr Sandile Kubheka.
thesis which ‘examined the use of
statistical modelling and analyses
of malaria rapid diagnostic test
outcomes in Ethiopia’.
Mohammed’s thesis was titled:
Statistical Methods for Analysis in
Complex Survey Data: An
Application to HIV/AIDS in
Ethiopia. He was supervised by
Professor Temesgen Zewotir and
Dr Thomas Achia.
Pedro, supervised by Professor
Precious Sibanda and Professor
He was elected as the Member
MK Banda, undertook a
viability of municipalities are
of the Provincial Legislature and
critical in the development of our computational study of high order
subsequently appointed to various
numerical schemes for fluidsociety,’ he said.
MEC positions within
structure interaction in gas
Growing up in the poverty
Mpumalanga’s provincial
dynamics.
stricken village of Calcutta in
government.
A total of 10 students within the
Bushbuckridge which battled with
Masuku said graduating with
high levels of unemployment and School graduated with a Master of
an MCom cum laude would help
illiteracy, Masuku identifies with Science degree in Statistics, four
him deliver quality service
the challenges that the community were awarded their MSc degrees in
delivery for his community.
Applied Mathematics, and another
of Mpumalanga is facing such as
‘There seemed to be absence of
lack of water, electricity, the need two received MSc degrees in
leadership around Local Economic
for houses and the need to improve
Development (LED), so I chose the
the state of the roads.
subject and started reading around
Therefore his dissertation
it while looking for an institution
titled: Leadership in Local
that was focused on the subject.
Economic Development within
That is how I found out about
the Ehlanzeni District
UKZN’s MCom (Leadership) and I
Municipality Mpumalanga
have acquired a lot of knowledge
Province, aimed to find the
on the subject of LED and
solution to these issues and
leadership. The development of
contribute to the province’s target
our economy, creation of jobs and
of operation clean audit 2014.

Mpumalanga’s Finance
MEC Graduates Cum Laude
THANDIWE JUMO

The Mpumalanga MEC for Finance Mr Madala Masuku was awarded
the MCom degree cum laude.

THE need to broaden his
knowledge of Local Economic
Development (LED) for the
development and sustainability of
municipalities in Mpumalanga,
motivated the province’s
Department of Finance MEC Mr
Madala Masuku to pursue studies
towards a Master of Commerce in
Leadership Studies (MCom) at
UKZN.
Masuku started his career as a
Teacher but his love for politics and
leadership qualities quickly saw
him being appointed as the Project
Manager and Co-ordinator for the
Youth Education Trust and serve on
the regional executives of the
African National Congress and the
ANC Youth League at various levels.

World first for PhD graduate
in Tuberculosis research
NOMBUSO DLAMINI
MYCOBACTERIUM Tuberculosis
causes tuberculosis (TB) in humans
and the disease is a major health
concern in the country, says a UKZN
PhD graduate.
According to Dr Olubisi Ashiru,
South Africa is rated third after
India and China, among the 22 TB
high-burden countries in the world…
and first in Africa.
Ashiru conducted a study titled
Interaction between Mycobacterium
Tuberculosis and Pulmonary
Epithelium using isolates from the
culture collection of the TB unit in
her department.
‘TB is a multifactorial disease and

a better understanding of all its
aspects is important in the quest to
overcome it. The need to better
understand the pathogenesis of M.
Tuberculosis isolates resulted in this
work,’ said Nigerian-born Ashiru.
‘I investigated the interaction
between different clinical isolates of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis with
human alveolar and bronchial
epithelial cell lines and compared
these with avirulent (H37Ra) and
virulent (H37Rv) laboratory strains.’
She said her results, which were a
first in the world, suggested that the
higher adhesion and invasion of
alveolar epithelial cells could
contribute to the successful spread of
the Beijing and KwaZulu-Natal

families of M. Tuberculosis.
‘Mycobacterium Tuberculosis is
notorious for clumping in cultures,
making it difficult to obtain a single
cell suspension. I was able to develop
a protocol that produces a true single
cell suspension of M. Tuberculosis
without the use of detergents,’ she
said.
Ashiru is currently a
Postdoctoral Research Fellow at
UKZN’s Department of Medical
Microbiology and Infection
Prevention and Control.
She is analysing the aetiology of
infant mortality in relation to the
vaccination programme in KZN in
an attempt to reduce mortality in
children aged five and below.

Former President of UKZN
Enactus, Mr Sesethu 'Sethu'
Sidzamba, has graduated with a
BAdmin degree in Public
Administration and Supply Chain
Management.

Nigerian born Dr Olubisi Ashiru graduated with a PhD in Medical
Microbiology.
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Former President of the Central SR,
Mr Nelson Mabusela, graduated
with an Honours in Medical
Science Physiology degree.

The School of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science graduated a bumper crop of MSc and PhD
students.
Computer Science.
Mr Joseph Malinzi (Applied
Mathematics), and Ms Claire
Ijumba and Ms Nancy Odhiambo
(Statistics), graduated cum laude.

Among the cohort of graduands
within the School was academic
staff member, Mr Aslam Safla,
who received an MSc in Computer
Science.

Academic Leader for Research,
Professor Henry Mwambi, said he
was very proud of the
Pietermaritzburg-based staff and
students of the School.

Artist Returns after 30 years
to Graduate with Honours
MELISSA MUNGROO
IN December 2012, Ms Paula Hulley
experienced a deep need to return
to university to complete a Fine
Arts honours degree.
She did just that and graduated
with Honours in Fine Art: Painting.
‘I returned to UKZN after 30
years and registered as a mature
student at honours level due to my
painting experience as a home
artist. The first time I entered
UKZN’s Centre for Visual Art was a
significant moment - I was very
aware of the “smell” of the Art
Department. It had not changed
over the years – it was comforting,
challenging and exciting
simultaneously,’ said Hulley
‘My interest in the relationship
between art and spirituality, and
art and healing, allowed a natural
flow to my own inner healing. My
artworks became a metaphorical
exploration of my inner and outer
world, a journey in becoming
whole again.’
Hulley’s research investigated
spirituality and healing in art,
exploring how elements of

UKZN Produces
KZN’s First Black
African Doctor of
Philosophy in
Speech Language
Pathology
NOMBUSO DLAMINI
DR Thandeka Mdlalo graduated
from the College of Health Sciences
with a PhD in Speech Language
Pathology - the first Black African
Speech Language Pathologist to
graduate with a doctorate in
KwaZulu-Natal.
Mdlalo’s thesis was titled: The
Use of an English Language
Assessment Test on South African
English Additional Language (EAL)
Speakers from an Indigenous
Language and Cultural
Background: a Critical Evaluation.
The study aimed to provide an
in-depth critique of the use of
language assessment tools on
populations from indigenous
language and cultural backgrounds
(eg Zulu), culminating in a
framework for guiding the
adaptation of language assessment
tools to be culturally and
linguistically relevant for the
indigenous South African
populations on which they are used.
Mdlalo’s research provided
specific guidelines and
recommendations for speechlanguage therapists in the
assessment of an EAL speaker in a
South African context.
According to Mdlalo, children in
research are usually only used in
the administration of the test and
their opinion of the tool is not
sought. ‘In this study, the voice of
the children is the main contributor
to the data collection,’ she said.
Mdlalo acknowledged that the
issue of culturally fair assessments
required the development of
appropriate tools and methods.
‘However, since speech-language
therapists continue to use
standardised tools that are available
to them, even though they are not
culturally and linguistically
appropriate, the findings are not
often accurate or valid,’ she added.
Mdlalo has presented some of
her findings at international
forums, such as the Canadian
Speech-Language Pathologists
Association (CASLPA).
The mother of two teenage girls,
she has worked for the public and
private sector and also held a
lecturing position at UKZN. She is a
Group Training Instructor at Virgin
Active and enjoys reading, exercise,
music and art in her spare time.

Honours in Fine Art graduate, Ms Paula Hulley.
spirituality are viewed in art
making and art therapy.
Her artwork arising from her
thesis is currently on exhibition at
the Jack Heath Gallery in
Pietermaritzburg. The work

focuses on her journey as an artist
and student.
She is also a qualified Energy
Medicine practitioner and is
planning on pursuing her Master’s
in Fine Art.

Dr Thandeka Mdlalo graduated
with a PhD in Speech Language
Pathology.
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